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Since the very first days of this lockdown, I started paying attention to sounds as I never did before. 

Later on, on social media, I found out that I was not the only one.  

We live in a visual era: the overwhelming majority of our sensorial inputs come from sight and we learn 

and experience society through images.  

During the quarantine, on the contrary, the major channel of communication with the world became 

auditory.  

 

There are sounds that my memory will always link to this phase of my life, sounds that I will never forget 

and, should I hear them again when this will be over, they would immediately fly me back to these 

weeks:  

 

Ambulances going back and forth. At the beginning I thought I was the only person believing they were 

more than usually, but then my father, one of the most rational persons I know, told me that yes, it 

cannot be just that we “hear them better because the cities are silent.” 

 

The jingle introducing the alert on TV: “Stay home, wash your hands, and help your neighbors if you can, 

together we will make it.” That little jingle is stuck in millions of brains.  

People trying to sanitize their houses: vacuum cleaners and scrubbing brushes hitting walls and furniture 

like never before, day and night.  

Police urging citizens to stay home from their car’s speakers.  

Songs and pots banging from the balconies in the effort to stay united when staying apart means love.  

Video-calls, so many video-calls behind closed doors: people talking about the virus, trying to make each 

other laugh, having virtual lunches together or, most often, trying to find another topic, anything that 

can make them feel normal.  

 


